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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERATION 

 

Silica Hollow Particles as Theranostic Agents for Tumor Imaging and Therapy 

By 

James Wang 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering 

University of California San Diego, 2019 

Professor Andrew C. Kummel, Chair 

  

Silica micro and nanomaterials have been widely used in the biomedical field due to its chemical 

stability and flexibility, biocompatibility and ease of functionalization. Herein, silica micro and 

nanoshells were synthesized as a multifunctional theranostic tool in cancer imaging and therapy. 

Templated sol-gel method was employed to synthesize monodispersed silica hollow shells with thickness 

tunable by modulating the composition of silica precursors and organically modified alkoxysilanes. When  

ultrathin silica shells were filled with perfluorocarbon, a decreased acoustic threshold was observed when 

compared to silica shells synthesized with pure tetramethyl orthosilicate as a precursor. Furthermore, an 

increased ultrasound signal lifetime was achieved when compared to commercial microbubble based 

ultrasound contrast agents.   Ultrathin silica shells with liquid perfluoropentane filled core were shown to 

exhibit a bimodal acoustic excitation profile where low acoustic power resulted in bubble oscillation and 

high acoustic power promoted bubble cavitation. Liquid filled ultrathin silica shells were chemically 
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and physically stable, acting as a long-term ultrasound tumor marking agent when intravenously injected 

into mice that were subcutaneously grafted with tumor. When intratumorally injected into tumor, liquid 

filled silica shells act as effect acoustic enhancer for high intensity focused ultrasound ablation. The 

presence of silica stabilized liquid perfluorocarbon resulted in generation of ultrasound signal in the form 

of cavitation clouds and decreased ultrasound intensity to generate mechanical ablation of tumor tissue 

and promote release of tumor neo-antigens. With concomitant administration of checkpoint blockade 

immunotherapy, three quarters of mice grafted with glioblastoma were induced into remission along with 

acquired immunity. These mice were characterized by increased tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and T-

cell activation. Silica hollow particles have been demonstrated as a flexible theranostic platform that can 

be used with ultrasound imaging and tumor ablation. When combined with current immunotherapies, 

silica hollow particles provide a myriad of opportunities to enhance efficacy without increasing potential 

drug burden.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Silica has been an attractive material used in nanomedicine research for applications, such as drug 

delivery,(1-6) protein/enzyme delivery,(7-9) and biomedical imaging.(10-13) Studies of medical 

applications of silica nanoparticles have been aided by the numerous synthetic techniques available to 

form particles with diverse sizes and structures(14-17) and robust in vivo stability and minimal 

toxicity.(18, 19) Different materials, such as surfactants and organically modified silanes, have been 

incorporated into the synthesis of silica nanoparticles to control their structures or sizes.  For example, 

surfactants such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) or various polymers are used in order to 

generate mesoporous silica nanoparticles.(20, 21) In addition to tetraalkoxysilanes, various mono-, bi-, 

and tri- substituted alkoxysilanes have been co-condensed to form silica nanoparticles.  Typically these 

substituted alkoxysilanes are used to functionalize silica nanoparticles;(5, 19, 22) however, they have also 

been used in particle synthesis.(23-26) 

 

 Other sol-gel compatible materials have also been co-condensed with tetraalkoxysilane.  For 

example, Mitchell et al. added iron (III) ethoxide during the synthesis of silica nanoshells to generate 

shells that break down in the presence of iron (III) chelating proteins.(27) Martinez and coworkers co-

condensed trimethyl borate with tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) to prepare microshells, which were 

mechanically strengthened by incorporating boron into the silica network.(28) Several reports have 

specifically investigated the mechanical properties of nanoparticle formulations.  Zhang et al. had 

previously synthesized silica nanoshells which were tested by atomic force microscopy (AFM); it was 

found that particles with shell thickness as thin as 15 nm had the same Young’s modulus as bulk silica.(29) 

It was also observed that the minimum force necessary to cause deformation in the silica shells increased 

as a function of the shell thickness squared.   
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There are many applications of silica nanostructures, including ultrasound contrast agents.  These 

agents are typically synthesized by encapsulating a perfluorocarbon gas within a lipid or polymeric shell 

to produce elastic microbubbles in the range 1-6 µm in diameter.(30) When insonated, these 

microbubbles oscillate to produce signals at harmonic frequencies and, at resonance, break into smaller 

bubbles and collapse producing a broadband signal.(31) Since tissues only reflect the primary insonating 

frequency, contrast specific imaging provides a microbubble only image, which displays the location of 

the contrast agent on the image.  Recently there have been several examples of silica based nanoparticle 

formulations that can also be used for contrast-enhanced ultrasound. The greatest advantage in using 

silica nanoparticles as ultrasound contrast agents compared to traditional liposomal/polymeric imaging 

agents is their improved in vivo stabilities and long imaging lifetimes.  For example, gas filled silica 

particles could be continuously imaged for 45 minutes.(32) Iron-silica nanoshells filled with 

perfluoropentane could be imaged intermittently over the course of 10 days in a tumor bearing mouse 

with color Doppler imaging after intratumoral delivery of nanoshells.(33)  

 

Ultrasound imaging is widely used in clinical diagnostics due to its portability, safety, and low 

cost (34). Ultrasound contrast agents were initially developed to study cardiac function and abnormalities 

(35-40). Injections of saline solution containing indocyanine green were discovered to result in echo 

clouds under ultrasound imaging that produces contrast with blood flow signals, and allows measurement 

of cardiac function (35, 41, 42). The contrast echoes originated from the microbubbles present in the 

injected solutions (42). As a result, microbubble based ultrasound contrast agents have been studied to 

optimize ultrasound backscatter and enable the imaging of capillary networks (43). Current ultrasound 

contrast agents are largely based on low-solubility gases, such as perfluorocarbons (PFC) or sulfur 

hexafluoride gas microbubbles, encapsulated within a flexible liposomal shell made from a polymer or 

lipid. However, microbubble ultrasound contrast agents such as Definity® exhibit short in vivo imaging 

lifetimes due to their fragile lipid composition and gas diffusion (44). For example, pressure gradients aid 

PFC gas dissolution into the surrounding bloodstream and dissipate the microbubble. Smaller 
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microbubbles result in larger Laplace pressures that further accelerate PFC gas dissolution and cause 

bubble collapse (45, 46). Additionally, bubble contraction and expansion during ultrasound exposure 

mechanically weakens the encapsulating lipid shell, resulting in short circulation lifetimes (45, 47, 48). 

 

Glioblastoma is the most common form of adult brain cancer and one of the most aggressive 

human cancers (49-51).  The median survival of glioblastoma patients after aggressive surgical resection, 

chemotherapy, and radiation therapy remains approximately 14 months (49).  While immunotherapy 

through checkpoint inhibition has demonstrated impressive clinical efficacy against a number of tumor 

types (52-57), its application has been ineffective against glioblastomas (58).  The clinical trial 

Checkmate 143 exploring the efficacy of the anti-PD1 antibody in recurrent glioblastoma patients showed 

no therapeutic effect (59). Subsequent investigations suggest that glioblastoma harbor a “cold” 

microenvironment, deplete of substrate immune cells required for effective anti-PD1 therapy (60, 61).  

 

With this understanding, significant interest has emerged to design therapeutic strategies that 

induce accumulation of requisite immune cells in the glioblastoma microenvironment, thereby 

transforming a “cold” to a “hot” immune microenvironment.  It is hypothesized that modalities affording 

this transition would augment the therapeutic efficacy of  immunotherapies such as checkpoint blockade 

through anti-PD1 antibodies.  Multiple methods have been developed to supplement PD-1 blockade 

therapies and reach therapeutic efficacy, yet each have certain limitations. Stereotactic radiation combined 

with PD-1 blockade has been shown to increase the median survival in mice by roughly twofold in 

glioblastoma but without induced remission (49). When using nanoscale hafnium (Hf) metal-organic 

frameworks (nMOFs) as radiation sensitizers, radiotherapy combined with PD-1 blockade induced 

remission on CT26 colon tumors with a 100 – 150 mm3 starting volume (62). Nevertheless, radiation 

therapy is limited by the maximum X-ray dose that does not cause significant injuries to adjacent tissues 

or organs (62, 63). Photodynamic therapies with nanomaterials have also been combined with PD-1 

blockade as potential treatment methods in breast and colorectal cancer models (64-67). However, 
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photodynamic therapy depends on the penetration depth of infrared lasers which varies with tissue type 

(68). Additionally, radiation or photodynamic therapies carry the potential for ablating the required 

immune cell mediator or cross-linking antigens thereby diminishing their immunogenicity. For 

glioblastoma, an ideal adjuvant therapy to PD-1 blockade treatment should be safe and able to reach 

deeper tissue structures while participating in the cellular mechanics of immunity re-stimulation. In 

addition to unique drug and nanoparticle adjuvant combinations (52, 69, 70), one such modality is 

acoustic based methods such as high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) (71, 72). Focused ultrasound 

based therapies have been demonstrated as a safe, non-invasive therapy for tumors deep in the body (71, 

72). Since ultrasound energy is only focused at the focal point, tissue structures in the beam path are not 

affected, which results in a non-invasive ablation method with high penetration depth. Unlike other types 

of ablation methods such as RF, microwave, and laser ablation, HIFU is the only method that is non-

invasive (73). Currently already used in clinical practice, thermal based HIFU has been used to treat 

uterine fibroids as well as kidney and brain tumors (73). However, thermal based HIFU can result in 

thermal stress at tissue locations adjacent to the focal zone due to heat diffusion and lead to potential 

cellular apoptosis (74). In contrast, mechanical HIFU is used to generate non-thermal effects that result in 

lesions with sharp borders of less than 200 µm (73). Nevertheless, there are unique challenges associated 

with HIFU as an immune-adjuvant technology.  Heat generation from thermal HIFU (73) may 

compromise immune cell functions (75, 76) or trigger denaturation of the proteins required for tumor 

antigen presentation (75, 76). This consideration is largely addressed by employing  low-duty cycle 

mechanical HIFU, which minimizes heat generation.  Low duty cycle HIFU induces subcellular 

fragmentation resulting in ablative wounds that acts as a reservoir with highly concentrated populations of 

infiltrating dendritic cells (73).  Previous studies have shown that low-duty cycle mechanical HIFU is 

more effective in stimulating immunological responses in melanoma and colon adenocarcinoma models 

relative to thermal HIFU (75).  While checkpoint blockade therapies have been extensively studied and 

utilized in several cancer types, widespread application is limited by dose-dependent adverse effects; 
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therefore, physical, non-drug adjuvants such as mechanical HIFU are an attractive method to enhance the 

efficacy of a check point inhibitor without increasing drug burden.  

 

Motivation 

While aggressive cancer types such as glioblastoma are known to over express PD-L1 ligands, 

PD-1/PD-L1 blockade clinical trials have not shown promising results in improving glioblastoma survival 

rate. It has been observed that the glioblastoma tumor microenvironment is a highly immune suppressed 

environment that is known as a “cold” tumor. Existing combination immunotherapies including 

chemoradiation, chemo with immunotherapy and radiation with immunotherapy have not directly 

addressed the key issue of a cold tumor despite it’s significant role in immunotherapeutic pathways. Since 

HIFU has been previously shown to result in inflamed tumor where dendritic cell infiltration is elevated, 

it is therefore hypothesized that mechanical HIFU can be used to convert a “cold” tumor, such as that 

found in glioblastoma, into a “hot” tumor that is vulnerable to anti-PD-1 checkpoint blockade therapies. 

Furthermore, unlike small molecule immunomodulators that are commonly used as adjuvants, a 

“physical,” non-drug adjuvant such as mechanical HIFU does not introduce drug burden in addition to 

that of anti-PD-1 blockade antibodies, which have been shown to induce adverse side affects. In contrast, 

optimized mechanical HIFU that disrupts a closed and immune suppressed tumor microenvironment may 

further decrease the required dose of anti-PD-1 blockade for effective anti tumor effects. Lastly, the lack 

of tumor specificity with acoustic ablation methods such as mechanical HIFU represents a highly 

generalizable platform which can be used in a wide range of sold tumor cancer types where a conversion 

from cold to hot tumor would result in enhanced response to checkpoint blockade therapies.  

 

Objective 

To develop an acoustic method that converts a cold tumor to hot tumor via non thermal, 

mechanical ablation, an enhancement agent such as silica hollow particles was developed to focus and 

localize mechanical HIFU energy spatially. The primary objective is to minimize thermal elevation during 
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HIFU ablation, in order to minimize protein and antigen denaturation. Proteins such as damage associated 

molecular patterns (DAMPs) and tumor neo-antigens that are released during ultrasonic ablation are 

crucial for dendritic cell recognition and subsequent T cell priming during concomitant PD-1 checkpoint 

blockade therapy. If these molecules are thermally denatured, it would hinder the T cell re-stimulation 

process during PD-1 immunotherapies. While mechanical HIFU results in the intact release of DAMPs 

and tumor neo-antigens due to the lack of thermal depositions, an acoustic pressure per pulse higher than 

thermal HIFU is present due to the decrease of duty cycle from 100% (thermal HIFU) to 2% (mechanical 

HIFU) with the same output settings. A secondary objective is to develop silica shells filled with 

perfluorocarbon liquid that enhances the acoustic pressure via bubble cavitation effect, allowing for the 

use of lower pressured, clinically safer mechanical HIFU ablation. Due to bubble cavitation, these silica 

shells serve as an additional imaging agent for real-time ultrasound guided ablation, which can be useful 

for treating tumors at difficult physiological locations. The shell enhanced mechanical HIFU ablation 

procedures were developed with the aim to complement existing checkpoint blockade therapies by 

convert an immune suppressed (cold) tumor into an immune active (hot) tumor.  

 

Approaches 

 To develop a platform for ultrasound guided mechanical HIFU that complements immunotherapy, 

a 3-step approach is employed: 

1. Material Development: Silica hollow shells are optimized for ultrasound imaging and HIFU 

ablation. Organically modified silica precursors consisting of functional R groups (phenyl and 

fluorinated phenyl, octane and fluoro-octyl) that do not participate in a sol-gel condensation 

reaction were included to create shells with different mechanical strengths. Transmission electron 

microscopy were used for basic material characterization. The hollow shells were imaged with 

ultrasound using contrast specific imaging and color Doppler imaging.  

2. In Vivo Imaging: Silica hollow shells with strong ultrasound contrast signal were evaluated in 

mice grafted with a slow growing tumor on the flank. Hollow shells were filled with 
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perfluorocarbon liquid, conjugated with tumor specific targeting ligand and intravenously 

injected for tumor localization and ultrasound imaging. Biodistribution studies with radiolabeling 

were also performed to investigate the location of the hollow shells after IV injections. 

3. In Vivo Therapy: Hollow shells filled with liquid perfluoropentane and the enhancement effects 

on high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) were studied. Both thermal and mechanical HIFU 

were evaluated in terms of temperature increase and tissue lesion size. Shells were directly 

injected into tumors for mechanical HIFU enhancement to convert cold tumors into hot tumors. 

Anti-PD-1 antibodies were also administered to stimulate immune memory against glioblastoma 

tumors. In vivo mice experiments were evaluated with tumor progression, immunohistochemistry, 

and flow cytometry. 
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CHAPTER 1. MECHANICALLY TUNABLE HOLLOW SILICA ULTRATHIN NANOSHELLS FOR 

ULTRASOUND CONTRAST AGENTS 

 

Silica nanoparticle growth can be modeled using a LaMer model(77) in which at a critical free 

energy, nanoparticles of a critical radius begin to form, which depends on concentration of precursor and 

other parameters.  For silica, nanoparticles may result from either continued growth of nuclei or by 

agglomeration of smaller nuclei.  Caruso et al. demonstrated that silica nanoshells could be synthesized 

by adsorbing 25 nm silica nanoparticles onto positively charged polystyrene templates and calcining them 

to produce hollow silica nanoshells.(17) This demonstrates that silica nanoparticles can be constructed in 

a hierarchical fashion similar to various nanoflake-nanoparticle formulations.  The term nanoflake has 

been used to describe nanomaterials that are 2D with diameters or cross sections ranging from 1 nm - 500 

nm.  Nanoflake thicknesses typically fall in the sub-20 nm range with Mazur and co workers reporting on 

silver nanoflakes as thin as 0.5 nm.(78) Nanoflakes have been synthesized from a wide variety of 

materials for a spectrum of applications, such as improving electronic properties of materials or 

modifying thermal properties.(79-81) For example, Cui et al. showed that 100-200 nm diameter ceria 

(CeO2) nanoparticles synthesized for catalysis were actually composed of an aggregate of 10 nm by 20 nm 

nanoflakes.(82) These results suggest it may be possible to synthesize silica nanoparticles composed of a 

hierarchical structure of nanoflakes.   

 

Ultrasound imaging power is referred to as mechanical index (MI), which is proportional to the 

peak negative pressure divided by the square root of the imaging frequency.  Since silica particles 

produced greater signal as the MI was increased, it was proposed that there must be subpopulations of 

particles with varying mechanical strengths that fracture to release the gas at different pressures.(32) As a 

result, it is necessary to synthesize nanoshells with a larger percentage of the subpopulations that are 

mechanically weaker so that the ensemble can be imaged at lower MI for longer times.  This was 

achieved by modifying the nanoshell synthesis with organically modified trialkoxysilanes which 
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produced nanoshells composed of an assembly of ultrathin nanoflakes.  The ultrathin nanoshells had 

significantly lower color Doppler imaging thresholds, greater imaging longevities, and greater contrast 

specific imaging performance derived from improved nanostructures compared to control nanoshells 

made with only TEOS and thus thicker shells.   

 

 

Figure 1.1 Structures of R-group substituted trialkoxysilanes and experimental set up for ultrasound testing 
of nanoshells.  
A) Molecular structures and naming scheme of R-group substituted trialkoxysilanes used in the modified sol-gel 
synthesis. B) Experimental set up for ultrasound testing of nanoshells.  Nanoshells were suspended in the sample 
holder at 400 μg/ml.  The imaging transducer and the HIFU transducer were aligned orthogonally.  
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 The structures of the organically modified trialkoxysilanes used in synthesis of the nanoshells can 

be viewed in Figure 1.1.  SEM images show (Figure 1.2) that all formulations produce uniform 500 nm 

nanoshells; however, there are key structural differences between the advanced formulations compared 

with the control iron doped silica nanoshells which use 100% TMOS as the silica precursor  (Figure 

1.2A).  (a) The surface morphology of the C8 (Figure 1.2B) and phenyl (Figure 1.2D) particles are 

smoother compared to the other formulations.  (b) For only the C8 and phenyl formulations, the first 

layer of nanoshells is sufficiently transparent in SEM to observe the underlying 2nd layer of particles, 

which is consistent with thinner shell walls. The control nanoshells, C8-F nanoshells, and phenyl-F 

nanoshells have a layer of flaked silica on the outer surface of the nanoshell.   
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Figure 1.2 Scanning electron microscopy of various formulations.  
74K Magnification was used after nanoshells have been calcined. A) Control nanoshells. B) Nanoshells synthesized 
with C8 C) Nanoshells synthesized with C8-F. D) Nanoshells synthesized with phenyl. E) Nanoshells synthesized 
with phenyl-F.  The transparent images of the C8 and phenyl particles are consistent with the nanoflakes forming 
shells of a few nanometer thickness. 

   

 Iron-silica nanoshells were developed as an intraoperative color Doppler tumor marker, and 

nanoshells were characterized at 7 MHz, the previously determined optimal frequency, for color Doppler 

a"

b" c"

d" e"

500"nm" Control"

500"nm" C8" 500"nm" C81F"

500"nm" Phenyl" 500"nm" Phenyl1F"
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imaging threshold and continuous imaging longevity in vitro.(28, 32, 33) As shown in Fig 1.3A, the 

Phenyl, C8 and C8-F formulations had a lower MI threshold compared to the control particles.  This is 

consistent with the particles being more sensitive to color Doppler imaging and consistent with the 

thinner shells observed for these formulations in SEM.  The mechanism for color Doppler imaging of the 

rigid nanoshells has been shown to arise from nanoparticle fracture and release of entrapped 

perfluorocarbon gas.(28, 32) To measure the continuous imaging lifetime (Figure 1.3B), particles were 

imaged continuously at MI 1.9 until no signal could be generated from the sample.  For the phenyl and 

the C8 particles, signal continued to be readily observed at 180 min (Figure 1.3C-D).  Since the same 

mass of particle was tested for all formulations, the differences in intensities and imaging lifetimes 

suggests that they arise from the differences in subpopulations of particles being imaged.  It is 

hypothesized that for the control, phenyl-F and C8-F particles, large fractions of particles are too 

mechanically robust to be shattered during insonation and as such do not generate any ultrasound contrast 

signal.  It is hypothesized that a greater fraction of phenyl and the C8 particles are weakened as a result 

of thinner shells and thus have more ultrasound active particles per unit mass.  A larger number of 

ultrasound sensitive particles results in a much longer imaging lifetime. 

 

Figure 1.3 Color Doppler Ultrasound Testing of nanoshells.  
A) Mean MI threshold to generate Color Doppler signal, the error bars signify standard deviation.  B) Imaging 
lifetime in minutes of nanoshell formulations with continuous color Doppler imaging at MI=1.9, error bars signify 
standard deviations.  *Note that the Phenyl and C8 particles had no standard deviations because the test was 
terminated at 180 minutes.  C) Color Doppler signal from C8 nanoshells detected at the initiation of the continuous 
imaging study. D) Color Doppler imaging of the same C8 suspension at 180 minutes. Note that although the signal 
decreases after 180 minutes, it was still robust.  The long imaging times of the C8 and phenyl particles correlate 
with these having the thinnest shell walls as shown in SEM and TEM imaging. 
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 To quantitatively test the hypothesis that a different subpopulation of particles was being imaged 

at each MI, image brightness on contrast specific imaging was plotted over time (or frame number) for all 

the formulations; note this is a log scale.  Figure 1.4A-B show signal brightness (blue curve) at each MI 

(green stepwise line) for the control and phenyl nanoshells.  Note that signal increases as the MI is 

increased followed by signal decay as particles of a given sensitivity are consumed.  Figures 1.4C-D are 

representative CPS ultrasound images of the control nanoshells at two different MI settings.  Increasing 

the MI increases image brightness, which is seen as gold speckles on CPS imaging.  As shown in Fig 

1.4A-B, for an equivalent mass of particles, the phenyl particles are approximately twice as bright (on a 

log scale) at peak brightness compared to the control particles.  Furthermore the signal in CPS mode does 

not experience as much signal decay for the phenyl nanoshells and persists at a brightness of 160 for 

several minutes compared to an immediate decay to below 40 for the control particles.  The difference in 

imaging persistence between CPS imaging and color Doppler imaging is consistent with the CPS 

waveform being less destructive than the color Doppler waveform.   
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Figure 1.4 Image brightness over time with CPS imaging as a function of MI of PFP gas filled nanoshells.  
A) Signal brightness plotted with mechanical index as a function of time (frames) for control nanoshells. B) Signal 
brightness and mechanical index as a function of time (frames) for phenyl nanoshells. Note that with each MI step, 
brightness increases and then decays until the next MI step. Also note the greater signal generated with the Phenyl 
formulation at each MI and the slower decay even at maximum MI of 1.9. C) CPS image of control nanoshells 
acquired at MI = 1.5 D) CPS image of control nanoshells acquired at MI = 1.9. Note the greater brightness at 1.9 MI. 
E) is a plot of peak brightness on CPS images as a function of MI for all formulations. Note that the Phenyl 
formulation had a relatively low threshold and generated the brightest signal at all MIs. *Note: The sample gas 
volumes occupied between the nanoshells and Definity™ are equal; however; the Definity™ particle count is 64 
times less than the nanoshells due to their larger size. F) Pressure threshold of the HIFU pulse that generated signal 
on the CPS image.  Error bars signify standard deviations, N = 5. It should be noted that the brightness is log 
compressed. 

 

Figure 1.4E shows peak brightness as a function of MI for each formulation; phenyl, C8, and 

phenyl-F formulations produced signal at lower thresholds compared to other formulations, and the 

phenyl and C8 formulations produced the brightest signals.  Note that ultrasound signals are log 
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compressed to display the entire dynamic range on the video monitor. Therefore the observed differences 

in brightness, as shown in Figure 1.4, are quite large.(83) Previous reports suggested that the peak-decay 

behavior of the control nanoshells at varying MI (as shown in Figure 1.4A) are consistent with the control 

particles having different subpopulations with varying mechanical strengths.  The present data is 

consistent with different R-substituted trialkoxysilanes decreasing the average mechanical strength of the 

nanoshells, thereby allowing a brighter signal as well as an increased imaging longevity.  For comparison, 

commercially available Definity™ microbubbles were diluted to an approximately equivalent gas volume 

as occupied by the nanoshells and compared directly to the nanoshells.  This was done by particle volume 

because on average individual Definity™ microbubbles have a diameter between 1-3 microns, which 

results in a 64 times greater volume per particle than the nanoshells.  It should be noted that in this MI 

regime, Definity™ microbubbles are being destroyed similarly to the nanoshells.  However, unlike the 

nanoshell samples where the MI was slowly raised from 0.06 to 1.9 for each sample, each measurement 

on Definity™ microbubbles at each MI was done using a pristine sample due to the short imaging 

lifetime of DefinityTM
. An MI of 1.9 is the maximum power used on clinical ultrasound imaging systems. 

It is evident from this data that the C8 and the phenyl nanoshells generate more contrast at MIs greater 

than 1.3 than DefinityTM.  To the authors’ knowledge this is the first report of any rigid particle 

demonstrating a signal comparable to a commercially available contrast agent in a contrast specific 

imaging modality. This illustrates the unique properties than can be generated from nanostructures made 

of the ultrathin nanoflakes. 

 

 To determine the factors that influence the ultrasound signal threshold and intensity, 20 μs pulses 

at 1.1 MHz were delivered to the sample by the HIFU transducer to fracture and release the PFP gas as 

the sample was simultaneously being imaged in CPS mode at 0.1 MI to detect the freed PFP bubbles 

using the apparatus shown in Figure 1.1. Note that the 0.1 MI power is well below the signal generation 

threshold for all the formulations (Figure 1.4E).  As shown in Figure 1.4F, all the formulations 

synthesized with the R-substituted trialkoxysilanes had a lower pressure threshold compared to the 
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control nanoshells.  The C8 nanoshells had the lowest pressure threshold, but this was not statistically 

different from the threshold of the phenyl nanoshells, both of which had a threshold approximately 50% 

that of the control. This demonstrates that use of ultrathin nanoflakes can be used for modify the 

mechanical properties of three dimensional structures.  Next the ultrathin shells were tested in vivo in VX2 

tumor bearing rabbits. 

 

 An in vivo experiment was performed in VX2 tumor bearing rabbits using a slightly modified 

ultrathin phenyl nanoshell formulation with a 55:45 molar ratio of trimethoxy(phenyl)silane: TMOS ratio.  

This ratio was used due to improved synthetic yield.  100 μl of nanoshells at 4 mg/ml were injected 

intratumorally and imaged over the course of 13 days.  As can be seen from Figure 1.5 the signal remains 

easily detectable through at least 11 days by color Doppler imaging.  Previous work by our group 

describes the control particles as having lasted for 10 days in PY8119 epithelial breast tumor bearing mice, 

and pure silica particles lasting in rabbit thighs after intramuscular injection for only 4 days.(32, 33) The 

current results are significant because unlike the mouse tumors, which are very poorly vascularized and 

isolated from motion, the VX2 model is well vascularized. These tumors were subject to extensive motion 

as the tumors were grown in the thigh muscles.  Vascularization provides a means for both the particles 

and the encapsulated gas to escape.  As a result, this figure demonstrates a significant improvement in 

performance over the previous iterations of nanoshells produced for ultrasound imaging. 
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Figure 1.5 Intratumoral Nanoshell Longevity.  
100 μl of nanoshells at 4 mg/ml were injected intratumorally into VX2 tumor bearing rabbits and imaged over the 
course of 13 days. A) 1 day after injection. B) 6 days after injection.  C) 11 days after injection. 

 

 To further investigate the source of the mechanism of improved ultrasound performance, TEM 

imaging was performed.  The images in Figure 1.6 are consistent with all formulations of nanoshells 

being composed of fused silica nanoflakes, which are linked together by condensation of surface silanol 

groups after they assemble on the template surface.  These nanoflakes are formed initially during the sol-

gel process and are present before calcination (See TEM image of control particles nanoflakes in 

Supplemental Figure 1.2).  As can be seen from the TEM images, there is no clear pore structure 

throughout the nanoshells; it likely that the PFP gas which fills the particles enters through the grain 

5"mm"

a"

b"

c"
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boundaries between weakly linked nanoflakes.  As shown in Figure 1.6, the formulations synthesized 

with R-substituted trialkoxysilanes had markedly thinner shells than the control formulation and, 

therefore, are denoted as ultrathin nanoshells.  The thinner walls of the ultrathin nanoshells result 

mechanically weaker shells than the thick walled control nanoshells.  One potential source of the 

variation in structure and properties observed could be from varying degrees of reactivates or varying 

degrees of polycondensation between the different alkoxysilanes.  These properties would result in 

different molar ratios of the organosilane incorporating to the silica shell rather than the starting amounts 

added.  This could result in particles of different shell thicknesses, mechanical properties and differing 

sized nanoflakes.  It is known that long chain alkyl and aromatic side groups of trialkoxysilanes will 

reduce the rate of hydrolysis and polycondensation due to their electron donating characteristic.(84) It has 

been shown that under neutral conditions without a catalyst (acid, base, metal alkoxides, etc.), 

triethoxy(octyl)silane undergoes very little hydrolysis which is necessary for polycondensation to 

occur.(85) Alternatively, the high electronegativity from the fluorination of these side groups creates a 

dipole about the silicon atom which leaves it more open to nucleophilic attack resulting in a higher degree 

of hydrolysis.(86) It is proposed that this would lead to a larger number of nanoflakes and thicker shell 

walls compared to non-fluorinated silanes. 

 

There are at least three distinct regions in all of the nanoparticles. The inner dense layer is the 

black ring seen in images of all the particles (Layer A). The second layer is an intermediate less dense 

layer between the black ring and the middle loose silica flakes (Layer B). The final layer is an irregular 

corona of attached exterior silica flakes (Layer C). The control particles (Figure 1.6A-B) and the phenyl-

F particles (Figure 1.6I-J) also appear to have a very thick Layer B.  It is likely that the intermediate layer 

and the outer layer reduce the ultrasound performance of these particles.  It should be noted that while the 

shell thickness appears to be the dominant property dictating the ultrasound activity of the nanoshells, it is 

not the only one.  Other aspects that may play a role in the mechanical properties include the degree of 

condensation of the silica or the size of the nanoflakes that compose the particle shell. 
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 The C8 nanoshells and phenyl nanoshells have very similar ultrasound performance, but appear 

to have different nanostructures. Comparing the densest layer, whose fracture is postulated to occur at the 

minimum threshold, Layer A for the phenyl particles is 1.6 nm compared to 2.7 nm for the C8 particles.  

Fracturing of the shell likely occurs during the rarefaction phase when the gas inside the nanoshell 

expands to uniformly apply pressure to the entire particle shell. By this metric, the phenyl formulation 

with the thinner Layer A should be significantly better than the C8 formulation, but the standard deviation 

in shell thickness is greater in the case of the C8 particles while the average shell thickness is 

approximately equal.  Consequently, for C8 particles the shell regions, where greater amounts of Layer C 

are absent and Layer B are minimal, may create weak shell fracture points since the pressure is applied 

uniformly through the shell. It is hypothesized that the additional differences in phenyl and C8 particles 

performance may be due to their differing nanoflake structures. 
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Figure 1.6 TEM images of all nanoshell formulations.   
All images were taken at 40,000x magnification and then 150,000x magnification for high resolution images of the 
shells. A-B) Control nanoshells. C-D) Nanoshells synthesized with C8. E-F) Nanoshells synthesized with C8-F. G-
H) Nanoshells synthesized with phenyl. I-J) Nanoshells synthesized with phenyl-F. The nanoshells synthesized 
with C8 and phenyl had the thinnest walls. 
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 High magnification TEM images were used to further analyze the nanoflakes dimensions.  For 

the nanoflake thickness, it was assumed that the Layer A thicknesses correlate to the thickness of 

individual nanoflakes.  Nanoflake diameters were quantified using the nanoflakes orthogonally aligned to 

the nanoshells to understand the effect on ultrasound performance of the nanoshells. A smaller flake 

diameter may increase ultrasound brightness by formation more nanoflake junctions that can fracture.  All 

the R-substituted trialkoxysilane formulations have decreased nanoflake diameters compared to the 

control formulations, as shown in Table 1.1.  The C8, C8-F, and phenyl-F particles all had nearly 

identical nanoflake diameters and diameter standard deviations.  It is hypothesized that the smaller flake 

diameters observed in the phenyl particles, 6.5 nm, compared to 8.9 nm for C8, may contribute to the 

differences observed in ultrasound performance, despite the nearly indistinguishable shell thicknesses 

between the two formulations.   

 

Table 1.1 TEM based shell analysis 

  Laye
r A 

(nm) 

Layer 
B 

(nm) 

Layer 
C 

(nm) 

Sum Shell 
Thickness 

Sum 
STD 

Nanoflake 
Diameter 

(nm) 

Diameter 
STD 
(nm) 

Min 
Flake 

Diameter 
(nm) 

Max 
Flake 

Diameter 
(nm) 

Control 2.8 21.4 41.3 65.5 30.2 10.8 4.7 4.4 22.8 

C8 2.7 5.6 14.3 22.6 12.2 8.9 2.6 4.5 15.6 

C8-F 2.6 6.0 19.0 27.5 12.9 8.8 3.1 4.8 16.6 

Phenyl 1.6 7.3 13.1 22.1 6.5 6.5 2.0 2.4 11.9 

Phenyl-F 2.5 20.6 18.0 41.1 13.4 8.5 2.5 4.3 14.4 

Twenty measurements were taken for each layer from multiple particles in Image J based on TEM images.  Standard 
deviations for layers can be found in supplemental information. For Nanoflake measurements, fifty measurements 
were taken for each nanoparticle formulation in Image J from a minimum of four TEM images. 
 

Conclusion 

 A method has been presented to prepare highly uniform three-dimensional structures composed 

of nanoflakes with thicknesses ranging from 1.3-3.9 nm and diameters ranging from 2.4-22.8 nm.  This 

allows the synthesis of iron silica nanoshells of varying shell thicknesses with different mechanical 
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strengths.  It was found that by using trimethoxy(phenyl)silane for 70% of the silicon source and the 

remainder tetramethyl orthosilicate,  500 nm hollow ultrathin nanoshells that had a dense inner shell 

thickness of only 1.6 nm could be synthesized.  Combining alkyl(trialkoxy)silane precursors with 

tetramethyl orthosilicate reduces the building block size of the average nanoflake diameter in the shell 

wall by as much as 40% to 6.5 nm.  The ultrathin nanoshells synthesized with these modified silanes were 

mechanically weaker and exhibited improved performance as ultrasound contrast agents in vitro.  

Compared to control nanoshells synthesized with only TMOS, the newly developed particles have a 10-

fold increase in longevity during Doppler imaging.  They also produce double the brightness during CPS 

imaging compared to control nanoshells, and became visible at a lower pressure threshold.  The 

ultrasound data show that the ultrathin wall silica nanoshells have superior performance to commercial 

soft shell microbubbles for continuous imaging longevity in both Doppler and CPS imaging at clinically 

relevant powers.  At an equivalent contained gas volume, the triethoxy(octyl)silane and 

trimethoxy(phenyl)silane substituted nanoshells generated greater contrast signal than commercial 

microbubbles at MI values exceeding 1.3 in CPS imaging. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first 

report of a rigid particle generating more ultrasound contrast at equivalent gas volumes than soft 

microbubbles at clinically relevant power settings.  In vivo rabbit experiments demonstrated that the 

ultrathin nanoshells could retain stationary and produce color Doppler after 11 days after intratumoral 

injection in highly vascularized VX2 tumors.  These results show that nanoflake precursors can be used to 

synthesize three dimensional ultrathin structures and thereby alter critical mechanical properties of the 

nanoshells. 

Chapter 1, in full, is the material as it appears in Advanced Functional Materials in 2015. 

Liberman, A., James Wang, N. Lu, Robert D. Viveros, C. A. Allen, R. F. Mattrey, S. L. Blair, W. C. 

Trogler, M. J. Kim, and A. C. Kummel, 2015. The dissertation author was the co-primary investigator and 

author of this paper. 
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CHAPTER 2. EXTENDED LIFETIME IN VIVO PULSE STIMULATED ULTRASOUND IMAGING 

 

In order to increase the in vivo lifespan of ultrasound contrast agents, hard shell silica 

nanoparticles with a diameter of 500 nm have been synthesized that can be used to encapsulate PFC gas 

or liquid (28, 32, 87, 88). It is proposed that a single high intensity ultrasound pulse converts the liquid 

droplet within the silica nanoshell to the gas phase via acoustic droplet vaporization (ADV). Ultrasound 

can superheat a PFC liquid droplet that is stabilized by a surfactant shell to vaporize into a bubble 100 

times larger in volume than that of the original liquid droplet(89, 90). Apfel and Kripfgangs have reported 

applications of ADV in embolotherapy and drug delivery (89-93).  Shi and coworkers have encapsulated 

perfluorohexane (boiling point = 56 oC) in silica nanoshells as an enhancement agent for high intensity 

focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapy based on ADV (94). However, ADV applications specifically for 

ultrasound imaging with encapsulated perfluoropentane (PFP) liquid (boiling point = 29 oC, Strem 

Chemicals) have only been studied in soft shell particles. For example, Sheeran et al. demonstrated that 

lipid encapsulated dodecafluorobutane nanodroplets could undergo ADV into micron sized gas phase 

bubbles at an ultrasound mechanical index (MI) of 1.2. This is within the FDA defined MI safety limit of 

1.9 (95). Kripfgans et al. demonstrated that a single element transducer could be used to stimulate ADV 

of albumin coated microdroplets into gas microbubbles in a flow channel in vitro and could be imaged 

with B-mode ultrasound (90). A high frequency pulse could be used to convert acoustically transparent 

nanodroplets of lipid encapsulated PFP into B-mode visible microbubbles in vivo after intratumoral 

injection in mice grafted with hepatocellular carcinoma (93); however, non-linear imaging, such as 

contrast pulse sequencing (CPS), was not demonstrated. Thus, current research in ADV has been 

primarily focused on PFC droplets within soft and flexible lipid or polymer shells, which lack the in vivo 

stability of the hard shell silica nanoshell particles.   

 

In this study, a novel imaging platform is reported for liquid PFC filled 500 nm rigid shell silica 

nanoparticles using single pulse stimulated imaging (SPSI) to generate an ultrasound CPS signal that is 
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visually comparable with commercial ultrasound contrast agents. While, conventional ultrasound contrast 

agents exhibit short in vivo lifetimes (< 30 minutes)(96, 97),  liquid PFP core silica nanoshells represent 

the first type of on-demand ultrasound contrast agents with lifetimes that extend beyond several days of 

imaging time. Surface modification of the silica shell to target specific biomarkers such as folate extends 

the in vivo imaging lifetime by a factor of 4 times to 12 ± 2 days, which allow the biomarker to be 

injected at the time of biopsy even 1-2 weeks before surgical resection. This enables a new ultrasonic 

imaging modality with tumor enhancement and may permit time-dependent tumor development diagnosis 

and surgical guidance applications. The advantage of ADV with rigid shells is that they are chemically 

stable in tissue and can provide ultrasound signal when triggered. Surface functionalization increases 

tumor tissue retention up to several hours or even days after injection in contrast to soft shell 

nanoparticles with a short in-vivo lifetime under thirty minutes. 

 

Material Characterization.  

In vitro ultrasound experiments were performed to characterize the silica nanoshells. Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) was used to verify the spherical structure of the nanoparticles (Figure 2.1.)  

Based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the particles exhibit a mean diameter of 411 ± 17 nm. 

The in vitro CPS ultrasound at MI= 1.9 and color Doppler signal demonstrated that the silica 

nanoparticles were suitable for imaging based on the strong CPS contrast and color Doppler signals 

(Figure 2.1.) Under high mechanical index (1.9) ultrasound power insonation, a large population of 

nanoshells are simultaneously imaged. The high reflectivity of the nanoshells results in a significant 

degree of color Doppler shadowing that is characteristic of a long Doppler tail (33). 
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Figure 2.1 Silica nanoparticle characterization and performance. 
(a) SEM images (b) Color Doppler imaging (c) CPS imaging.  
 

Murine Tumor In Vivo Ultrasound Imaging.  

In contrast to microbubbles, the rigidity of the calcined silica nanoshells results in long-term in 

vivo stability that offers long-term image guidance and tumor detection. In contrast to soft shell 

encapsulated PFP, the nanoshell particles are small enough to exhibit the enhanced permeability and 

retention (EPR) effect to passively accumulate in leaky tumor vasculature and become retained as 

demonstrated in previous work (33). Hashizume et al have demonstrated that the endothelial walls of 

leaky vasculatures in tumors have pore openings up to 2 µm in diameter originating from poorly 

connected, branched lining cells (98). Danquah et al also found that tumor vessels had endothelial 

openings from 0.1 to 3 µm (99, 100). Similarly, Yuan et al have found that the pore cutoff size ranges 

between 400 – 600 nm and Hobbs et al mentioned that the pore cutoff size of most tumors ranges from 
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380 – 780 nm (101, 102). As a result, 500 nm nanoshells may likely migrate through tumor endothelial 

pore openings that are large enough for extravasation and accumulation. Conventional lipid or polymer 

shell based microbubbles are short-lived and cannot be used for ultrasound imaging after several 

minutes(96, 97). Thus, microbubbles are usually used for tumor vascular blood flow studies based on 

real-time vascular perfusion.   

 

Figure 2.2 (a) illustrates the ability of the silica nanoshells to accumulate at the tumor site, which 

is attributed to the EPR effect. After initial IV tail vein injection in the SHO mice grafted with LnCAP 

prostate adenocarcinoma, the mice were imaged daily with ultrasound CPS imaging and SPSI mode 

(Figure 2.2 (a)).   
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Figure 2.2 Representative stimulated CPS of nanoparticles in tumor over time.   
The CPS signal was detected 20 µs after the HIFU pulse (a) Without folate functionalization (b) After folate 
functionalization. (c) Control experiment with injected with nanoshells but without HIFU pulse stimulation (d) 
Control experiment with no nanoshell injection and stimulated with HIFU pulse 
 

It has been demonstrated in previous work that IV injected radiolabeled nanoshells accumulate in 

the tumor, as well as the liver (33). Thus, the nanoshells were expected to accumulate at the tumor site 

after IV administration in the present study.  The mice were imaged with CPS and SPSI ultrasound daily 

after the initial injection. Figure 2.2 (a) shows that when a single high intensity ultrasound pulse is 

delivered to the tumor, the particles can be activated and imaged by CPS ultrasound imaging. The signal 

lifetime after each high intensity ultrasound pulse lasts for 1 second. Note this is a different measurement 
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than continuous HIFU induced imaging at a single spot which last over 5 minutes in vivo. Without the 

triggering ultrasound pulse, however, the particles remain dormant and do not interfere with traditional 

ultrasound CPS ultrasound tissue imaging. In contrast, tumors without nanoshells injection do not exhibit 

any CPS signal under pulse stimulation (Figure 2.2(d)). Furthermore, control experiments with injected 

nanoshells but no HIFU pulse, and no nanoshells but with HIFU pulse throughout a period of 2 weeks 

have shown no CPS signal from the tumor. Since each HIFU pulse has a duration of 20 µs, animal 

movement before and after the pulse can be negligible. However, because the mouse tumor cross-section 

is manually placed at the beam intersection of the ultrasound transducer and HIFU transducer, precise 3-D 

placement of is achieved but reposition at the same exact cross-section between daily timepoints is 

difficult. Note that stimulated CPS signal appears to be localized within the tumor. This is consistent with 

elevated tumor center interstitial pressure and low tumor peripheral pressure that results in localized 

distribution of nanoparticles in the tumor (103-105). Additionally, SPSI requires that the nanoparticle and 

imaging transducer maintain alignment for the stimulated CPS signal to be detected, thereby limiting the 

CPS signal generation events. The particles accumulate in the tumor site, remain stationary, and can be 

imaged for a mean of 3.3 ± 1 days as observed by SPSI. Figure 2.2 (a) is a representative image of a 

mouse over 3 days, which was taken from the cohort of 4 mice injected with non-functionalized 

nanoshells. The liquid PFP filled nanoshells still displayed strong CPS signals 3 days after initial IV 

injection. In contrast, conventional gas filled lipid or polymer based ultrasound contrast agents exhibit an 

imaging lifetime of less than 30 minutes (96, 97).  

 

With EPR and active folate functionalization towards PSMA, which is up-regulated in the 

LnCAP tumor, the silica nanoparticle in vivo lifetime in the tumor is extended to a mean of 12 ± 2 days as 

detectable via SPSI (Figure 2.2 (b) and Figure 2.3). This significantly exceeds the 3.3 day imaging 

lifetime (Figure 2.3) when particle accumulation was based solely on the EPR effect. Figure 2.2 (b) is an 

11 day representative image of a mouse from the cohort of 4 mice that received functionalized nanoshell 

injections. It can be seen with CPS that the folate functionalized nanoshells were stably localized within 
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the LnCAP tumor. PSMA in LnCAP tumors has been shown to exhibit folate hydrolase activity which 

mediates the cellular uptake of folate conjugated nanoparticles (106-108). Alternatively, activated 

macrophages could act as an ultrasound contrast carrier directed towards locally inflamed tissue. 

Inflammatory signals stimulate macrophages to express folate receptors and can also mediate 

internalization of folate-linked molecules (109, 110). Wong et al has further demonstrated that LnCAP 

cells activate and recruits macrophages via NFκB activation (111). An alternative hypothesis is that folate 

functionalized silica nanoshells could be internalized by activated macrophages that express folate 

receptors and then transported to the LnCAP tumor site or are better retained in the LnCAP tumor site by 

macrophages in the tumor.    

 

To further quantify the CPS signal, particle average CPS image brightness decay over time has 

been characterized to compare the ultrasound in vivo lifetime between folate functionalized and non-

functionalized nanoshells. A total of 12 mice with 4 mice for each group (folate functionalized nanoshells, 

non-folate functionalized nanoshells, no nanoshell injection ) were analyzed for their CPS signal 

brightness with MATLAB. The CPS signal average brightness over time with standard deviation was 

plotted in Figure 2.3. It is found that after nanoshell injection, the particle begins to accumulate within the 

tumor and reaches maximum image brightness at the second day, which corresponds to maximum particle 

accumulation in the tumor. In vitro experiments have shown that higher particle concentrations result in 

higher image brightness. Non-functionalized nanoshells began to slowly wash out over day 3 and 4. 

Starting from day 5, no signal could be observed in any mice injected with non-functionalized nanoshells. 

In contrast, functionalized nanoshells displayed an extended in vivo signal for a mean of 12 ± 2 days. 

Since an interstitial pressure gradient exists from the tumor core decreasing towards the tumor periphery, 

non-functionalized nanoshells may wash out of the tumor (112). Tumor specific targeting may increase 

the nanoshell retention within the tumor tissue, thereby lengthening the in vivo imaging time. 

Functionalization is often thought to have minimal effect in delivering large nanoparticles to tumors(113); 

however, here the effect of functionalization is significant.  This is attributed to enhanced nanoparticle 
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retention by the tumor after escape from the vasculature. The decrease in image brightness over 12 days 

for the folate nanoshells is consistent with the combined results of slow PFP diffusion into surrounding 

tissue, and particle exhaustion due to the daily application of pulsed imaging. There is a considerable 

amount of noise in the signal decay over time that may be attributed to mouse movement and the variance 

in relative imaging location. The similarity in maximum image brightness observed on the 2nd day (Figure 

2.3.) between the folate-functionalized and non-functionalized particles suggests that folate-

functionalization does not increase accumulated particle concentration within the tumor. While EPR 

appears to be the dominant targeting mechanism, folate functionalization promotes an extended tumor 

retention time and resulting imaging longevity.   

 

 

Figure 2.3 Image brightness vs time. 
Image brightness of functionalized particles and non-functionalized particles in mice measured over time. The error 
bars represent standard deviations. The standard deviations include the variability of placing and aiming the HIFU 
and imaging transducer with respect to each other as well as to the tumor 
 

In Vivo Biodistribution.  

To further explore how the injected nanoshells accumulate within the tumor, nanoshells were 

radiolabeled with In111 via DTPA surface conjugation and IV injected into mice through the tail vein. 

Mice were euthanized and anatomized for single organ gamma scintigraphy measurement (Figure 2.4) on 

day 5 where the ultrasound image signal for non-functionalized nanoshells have completely diminished 

(Figure 2.3). To account for different organ and tumor weights, the scintigraphy counts were normalized 
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to the tissue weights and total injection amount for percent injection per gram. The biodistribution 

histogram show 1.92 times increase in tumor retention percentage for the functionalized nanoshells 

compared to non-functionalized nanoshells at day 5 (2.28% ± 0.43% vs 1.19% ± 0.52%). The detected 

In111 signal from the tumor further confirms that nanoshells are present in the tumor and can be stimulated 

for producing a CPS signal using a high intensity ultrasound pulse.  

 

The large splenic and liver accumulation is attributed to macrophage phagocytosis and has been 

found in other studies on nanoparticle biodistributions (114). Weissleder has shown that nanoparticles 

ranging from 10 – 300 nm exhibits large liver and splenic accumulations while particles larger than 1000 

nm accumulates in the lung (114). Similarly, Kumar showed that synthesized organically modified silica 

particles at 20 nm appear to accumulate mainly within the spleen after IV injection (115). Xie has further 

shown that 20 nm silica nanoparticles accumulate within the liver (30.31%) and spleen (27.32%) 7 days 

after IV injection (19). Their tissue histological analysis confirmed that the liver and splenic accumulation 

is due to macrophage phagocytosis (19). Godin found that 600 nm porous silicon discs mainly accumulate 

within the liver, yet 1700 nm porous silicon discs showed increased amounts of accumulation within the 

spleen (116). Immunohistochemical analysis demonstrates a higher association with macrophages (116). 

Our nanoshells are 500 nm, Fe (III) doped silica nanoparticles that are biodegradable via the Transferrin-

Fe (III) chelating mechanism and fall within the size range for large liver and splenic accumulation due to 

macrophage phagocytosis. Furthermore, the biodistribution profile would be affected by nanoshell surface 

charge and tumor type that modulates macrophage quantity within the tumor stroma (114, 115, 117). It is 

acknowledged that the biodistribution may be distorted somewhat by the amount of radiolabel that 

detaches from the surface of the nanoshell (33). Additionally, our previous toxicology studies have shown 

that the nanoshells are cleared from mice within 10 weeks with minimum toxicity. Due to the iron doping 

and accumulation in the liver based on biodistribution studies, it is likely that the nanoshells are cleared 

via hepatic clearance. Since nanoshells are hollow, 3 times more silica nanoshells compared to solid 

particles can be injected for equal dosage based on mg/kg (118). 
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Figure 2.4 Biodistribution of nanoshells. 
Biodistribution of folate functionalized nanoshells and non-folate functionalized nanoshells 5 days after IV injection. 
The normalized percent was determined by percent radiation normalized to total injection and normalized to tissue 
weight. 
 

Ultrasound Imaging Mechanism.  

In vitro ultrasound experiments were performed on liquid PFP filled 500 nm silica nanoshell 

particles and observed by TEM (JEOL 1200 EX II) at different ultrasound insonation pressures in order to 

elucidate the ultrasound imaging mechanism (Figure 2.5) of the silica nanoshell particles.  

 

Figure 2.5 TEM of nanoshells in different regimes. 
 (a) Gas-PFP filled 500 nm nanoshells exposed to low ultrasound power, MI = 0.69 (1.83 MPa). (b) Liquid-PFP 
filled 500 nm nanoshells before ultrasound insonation. (c) Liquid-PFP filled 500 nm nanoshells exposed to low 
ultrasound power at MI = 0.69 (1.83 MPa) for 24 hours. (d) Liquid PFP filled 500 nm nanoshells exposed to high 
ultrasound power at MI = 1.9 (5.03 MPa) for 24 hours. The population of shattered nanoshells are pointed out with 
the black arrows.  
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 At high ultrasound power (MI = 1.9, 5.03 MPa), the Doppler ultrasound signal persisted for 24 

hours of continuous imaging before completely extinguishing.  TEM showed that 43.4 % of the 

nanoshells were shattered. This is consistent with the strong ultrasound signal originating from inertial 

cavitation that fragmented the nanoshells at high ultrasound power (Figure 2.5 and Supplemental Figure 

2.2). In contrast, liquid PFP filled 500 nm silica nanoshells were exposed to low ultrasound power (MI = 

0.69, 1.83 MPa) for 24 hours. Under TEM, nanoshells exposed to low ultrasound power appears identical 

to nanoshells that were not exposed to any ultrasound insonation.  

 
Table 2.1 Nanoshell shattering percentage at different regimes. 

 
Before 

Ultrasound 

MI = 0.69 

(Gas PFP) 

MI = 0.69 

(Liquid PFP) 

MI = 1.9 

(Liquid PFP) 

Broken 0.16% 0.36% 0.35% 43.40% 

 
Statistical analysis of liquid PFP filled 500 nm particles exposed to different ultrasound power regimes. Note that 
small holes are defined as holes with diameters less than 0.5 um. There were no shattered nanoshells before 
ultrasound exposure and after low ultrasound insonation (MI = 0.69). A total of 5343 particles were counted for the 
statistical measurement including at least 1100 for each category of particle collected from over several TEM 
images. 
 

 

Conclusion 

 It has been shown that the 500 nm hard shell Fe (III) doped silica nanoshells are a strong 

ultrasound contrast agent with a long in vivo lifetime and are retained by tumors, which allows continued 

ultrasound imaging using CPS and SPSI. Their small size and ease of surface modification allows for 

accumulation or enhanced retention at the tumor site with passive targeting by the EPR effect and folate 

conjugation appears to mainly lead to increased retention at the tumor site after EPR accumulation. The 

hard shell silica nanoparticles minimized PFP diffusion from the shell to the bloodstream and enhanced 

stability in tissue, which resulted in long in vivo imaging lifetimes. In addition, the nanoshells were 

sufficiently fragile to be shattered with a single high intensity ultrasound pulse, which provides a new on 

demand imaging modality, SPSI. After IV injection in the mouse tail vein, the particles were observed by 
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SPSI to accumulate in the implanted tumor up to a mean of 3.3 ± 1 days post injection while not 

interfering with conventional diagnostic ultrasound imaging. Adding folate surface functionalization 

extended the in vivo SPSI imaging lifetime by a factor of four to a mean of 12 ± 2 days post injection. 

While functionalization is often thought to have a minimal effect in delivering large nanoparticles to 

tumors (113), here, the functionalization results in enhanced nanoparticle retention by the tumor. In 

contrast to the long lived in vivo ultrasound imaging attained in the present work, current clinically 

approved microbubble contrast agents exhibit an in vivo lifetime of less than thirty minutes (96, 97). SPSI 

in conjunction with the long-lived silica based ultrasound contrast agents represent a new class of 

ultrasonic imaging tools that can be applied to tumor localization and monitoring. Receptor-specific 

surface modification may further provide the important function of probing for molecular expressions in 

the tumor microenvironment (119-121) as well as localized drug delivery applications (122). The ultra-

long lifetime enables ultrasound molecular imaging of early stage tumor development with biomarkers. 

Chapter 2, in full, is the material as it appears in IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging, 2017. 

Wang, James, Christopher V. Barback, Casey N. Ta, Joi Weeks, Natalie Gude, Robert F. Mattrey, Sarah 

L. Blair, William C. Trogler, Hotaik Lee, and Andrew C. Kummel, 2017. The dissertation author was the 

primary investigator and author of this paper. 
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CHAPTER 3. MICROSHELL ENHANCED ACOUSTIC ADJUVANTS FOR IMMUNOTHERAPY IN 

GLIOBLASTOMA 

 

The present study examines  the mechanism and efficacy of  mechanical HIFU in combination 

with silica microshells loaded with perfluorocarbon (PFC) liquid to induce accumulation of immune-

stimulatory cells within the tumor microenvironment and enhance the efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapy 

against advanced large glioblastoma tumors (123). Since glioblastoma is a fast growing tumor where 

treatment usually begins with surgical resection (123) , large advanced glioblastoma mouse tumor models 

most closely resemble clinical conditions. In addition, the large size allows the therapy to be tested on 

highly heterogenous tumors, which is a more stringent test than in most animal studies. The microshells 

provide a secondary application for image-guided ablation of solid tumors due to the presence of PFC, 

which is an inert, volatile compound commonly used in FDA approved ultrasound contrast agents as an 

acoustic reflector (124). These microshells were engineered to undergo inertial cavitation upon interaction 

with ultrasound and thereby augment cellular lysis and antigen release (73). Because glioblastoma is 

aggressively infiltrative, it is expected that microscopic disease remains in regions adjacent to the tumor 

after excision and is mainly responsible for tumor recurrence (125-128).  An advanced subcutaneous 

model is used to approximate these microscopic remains after tumor resection. Note that a large opening 

in the skull is present in standard glioblastoma resection.  In this context, it is proposed to directly inject 

the microshells into these adjacent regions, followed by focused ultrasound application (Scheme 1) and 

systemic checkpoint blockade therapy to establish in-situ vaccination against glioblastoma tumor 

formation from these infiltrative disease remains (127, 128). The paradigm of direct therapeutic delivery 

at the time of tumor resection is one that is widely adopted in several glioblastoma clinical trials. For 

example, engineered viruses and chemotherapies have been administered in this manner in several clinical 

trials (e.g. NCT01985256, NCT02798406, NCT02026271). Moreover, ultrasound is routinely used during 

surgery for intra-operative imaging since the bone opening easily accommodates the ultrasound probe 

(129).   It is proposed to build on these established paradigms for the therapeutic application of 
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microshells and mechanical HIFU. Given the mechanical property of the cerebrum, it is anticipated that 

the microshells will remain at the site of the injection and not further penetrate into the tumor.  However, 

the immune infiltrate that accumulates subsequent to PD-1 blockage and mechanical HIFU are expected 

to disseminate beyond the sites of microshell injection. It is hypothesized that the dissemination of 

subsequent immune reaction and related anti-tumor effects underlie the efficacy observed in the present 

study. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic of Proposed Therapeutic Procedure 
(a) Microshells are injected into the regions adjacent to the tumor after excision (b) HIFU mechanical ablation is 
performed on these regions with microshells. Systemic administration of PD-1 checkpoint blockade works 
synergistically with HIFU induced immune response to establish anti-tumor activity using the tumor margins. 
Penetration of the skull would not be necessary since the skull region overlying the tumor will be removed before 
surgical resection and microshell injection. 
 

The effects of mechanical and thermal HIFU approaches were tested using ultra-thin walled silica 

microshells loaded with PFC liquid. Previous studies have shown that microshells with thinner walls 

require a lower acoustic threshold for ultrasound cavitation in diagnostic imaging (130). Herein, this 

concept is further applied for therapeutic ultrasound ablation (HIFU), where ultrathin walled microshells 

were used as cavitation sources that enable HIFU at low duty cycle and low acoustic pressure (131).  The 

microshells provide a source for inertial cavitation via acoustic droplet vaporization (ADV) (90, 132, 133) 

to enhance cellular lysis, tissue damage, tumor antigen release and participate in converting a cold tumor 

microenvironment into a hot tumor microenvironment (73, 90).   Additionally, the cavitation events 
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manifest as bubble clouds and can be observed with an imaging transducer that provides ultrasound 

guidance for mechanical ablation (76, 134).  

 

Material Characterization 

The use of liquid PFC filled silica microshells as an acoustic enhancer for HIFU was quantified 

by induced temperature response.  Silica microshells were synthesized via a template-assisted sol-gel 

method (33). Phenyl modified silane groups were introduced as part of the silica precursor to create 

thinner shells (130). Based on TEM analysis, these monodisperse shells consist of a diameter of 1.5 ± 

0.06 µm. It was hypothesized that since thermal HIFU (tHIFU) results in a temperature rise, then addition 

of silica microshells would further increase the temperature elevation due to cavitation induced 

vaporization of the PFC droplets. Microshells were initially vacuumed prior to PFP droplet loading. PFP 

liquid was incubated with microshells at a concentration of 50 µL per mg of microshells and then 

subsequently dispersed in water where the PFP droplets were trapped in the hollow core. 

 

For a water solution without microshells, tHIFU insonation induced a temperature increase of  30 

oC.  In contrast, water solution with microshell suspension resulted in a temperature rise from  0 to  60 oC  

followed by a drop to 30 oC (Figure 3.2a) when insonated by tHIFU. The high peak temperature rise is 

consistent with microshells enhancing tHIFU, while the temperature drop to 30 oC is represents complete 

breakage (exhaustion) of all the microshells after 100 seconds of tHIFU under these conditions.  Similarly, 

to test mechanical HIFU (mHIFU),  the HIFU duty cycle was lowered to 2%, and water solutions with 

and without microshell suspensions were placed at the mHIFU focal zone.  For both samples, only a 

temperature rise of 7 oC  was observed (Figure 3.2b), demonstrating that while microshells may have 

enhanced mHIFU efficacy, thermal effects were minimal.  Comparatively, current clinical MRI guided 

intra-cranial ablation methods, such as laser ablation and thermal HIFU, both result in an elevation of 

temperature by at least 55 oC (135, 136). With the presence of microshells as a carrier for acoustically 

active PFC paired with low HIFU duty cycle, mechanical ablation was achieved with only a 7 oC 
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temperature rise at the region of interest, which is a factor of 6 less than clinically accepted methods. A 

TEM study was performed to evaluate if the tHIFU and mHIFU had fractured the microshells.  For both 

tHIFU and mHIFU, the microshells were insonated for 2 minutes to reach the final state of the systems.  

TEM of the  microshells before tHIFU or mHIFU show intact spheres (Figure 3.2c). Conversely, TEM of 

the microshells after both thermal and mechanical HIFU showed broken spheres, consistent with the 

HIFU induced inertial cavitation that causes shell fracture and can potentially be used for tissue or cellular 

lysis (Figure 3.2d).  
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Figure 3.2 Microshell enhanced HIFU 
(a) Microshell enhanced thermal HIFU: Microshells induced a maximum  60 oC temperature rise in water compared 
to a 30 oC temperature rise without microshells. After approximately 100 seconds, the microshells were exhausted 
resulting in identical temperature profiles.  (b) Microshell enhanced mechanical HIFU.  Microshells induced the 
same small temperature rise as the solution without microshells in water. (c) TEM of microshells before mechanical 
HIFU. Prior to ultrasonic cavitation, microshells appear intact and can be used to carry PFC liquid, which are strong 
acoustic reflectors (d) TEM of microshells after 2 min of mechanical HIFU. The mechanical HIFU shattered the 
microshells due to cavitational shockwaves (e) HIFU schematic detailing imaging transducer used for guiding the 
orthogonally placed HIFU transducer. (f) HIFU without microshells in ex vivo porcine liver. Note that the observed 
holes are the natural porosity in the liver. (g) Microshell enhanced mechanical HIFU resulted in a large tissue 
ablation area that is visible in the porcine liver when cut open. (h) Microshells showing a strong ultrasound color 
Doppler image for guidance purposes. (i) Bubble cloud formation of tumors with microshells enhanced mechanical 
HIFU visualized by ultrasound imaging. (j) Hypoechoic region in B-mode ultrasound of an ablated tumor wound 
that is visible with ultrasound. (k) Microshell enhanced mechanical HIFU in a mouse glioblastoma subcutaneous 
tumor (N = 3), resulting in a liquefied center that was observed after bisection. 
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It is expected that cavitation from fractured silica shells by mHIFU should be sufficient to induce 

tissue injury, which would in turn serve as foci for recruitment of immune cells (73).  To determine if 

microshell assisted mHIFU induces tissue injury, silica microshells filled with liquid PFC were injected 

into porcine liver ex vivo. A diagnostic imaging transducer placed orthogonal to the HIFU beam path was 

used to guide the HIFU ablation. Simultaneous B-mode ultrasound imaging and contrast pulse sequencing 

permitted the microshell cavitation events to be superimposed on anatomical references from B-mode 

imaging. Tissue or mouse was manually adjusted in space to cover a large area of tumor for ablation 

(Figure 3.2e).  For the porcine liver, treatment with mHIFU (with a 2% duty cycle) without the addition 

of PFC-microshells did not cause observable, gross tissue damage after 5 minutes (Figure 3.2f). In 

contrast, with the addition of PFC-microshells, a large region of tissue damage was readily observable 

after mHIFU treatment (Figure 3.2g).  

 

To test for in vivo liquid PFC filled microshell assisted mHIFU tissue damage,  direct injection 

within the tumor tissue in an animal model was employed (137). A direct intratumoral (IT) injection 

allows for sufficient concentration of 1.5 µm microshells within the tumor volume without the need for 

intravenous circulation that may restrict particle delivery to the tumors and thus require very large doses. 

It is also noted that the large tumors employed were likely heterogeneous and therefore not all of the 

tumor might be equally dosed if systemic injection were employed.  To overcome the treatment resistance 

of heterogenous tumors, multiple microshell injections into the tumor were performed so that an immune 

response could be generated in all tumor microenvironments.  By spreading the microshells spatially 

across the tumors, a better tumor remission response could be achieved, consistent with the multiple 

injections being able to be effective in a large heterogenous tumor.  The GL261 murine glioblastoma cells 

were injected  into the flanks of C57BL/6 mice and grown to large advanced tumors.  Once a tumor had 

grown to about  500 mm3 in volume, the PFC-microshells were directly injected into six different 

locations in each tumor. Six injections spatially distributed in the tumor volume allowed for a more 

uniform HIFU ablation throughout the tumor environment. Initial studies showed that spatially distributed 
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microshell enhanced HIFU exhibited a more favorable control on tumor size progression compared to 

single microshell injections.  Because of the echogenicity of PFC, the injection site can be easily imaged 

by color Doppler imaging (Figure 3.2h). During mHIFU ablation on mouse flank tumors, bubble clouds 

were observed during HIFU ablation with contrast pulse sequence imaging (Figure 3.2i). The bubble 

clouds were characteristic of cavitation events induced by HIFU exposure. The consequent tissue injury 

could also be visualized with B-mode ultrasound imaging because the liquefied tissue is hypoechoic and 

appears as darker regions (Figure 3.2j). The region of the tissue injury was confirmed after removal of the 

mHIFU/PFC-microshell treated tumor (Figure 3.2k). The dark hypoechoic region visualized on B-mode 

ultrasound imaging. (Figure 3.2j) corresponded to  the anatomic region characterized by liquefied tissue 

voids (Figure 3.2k). For subsequent in vivo efficacy studies, these bubble clouds were used as an 

ultrasound imaging marker to guide the ablation focal zone with an orthogonally placed ultrasound 

imaging transducer (Figure 3.2e and 3.2j).  

 

In Vivo Characterization 

Since microshell enhanced mHIFU can result in gross tissue damage without thermal effects, it 

was hypothesized that in the tumor, such zones of tissue injury can serve as foci for recruitment of 

immune-stimulatory cells. The lack of temperature elevation would ensure that tumor neo-antigens were 

not denatured. The relative abundance of T cells in the tumor microenvironment is an important 

determinant of response to anti-PD1 therapy (138) (Figure 3.3a). CD3 is expressed in all T cells and serve 

as a general marker for T cell activity (139).  An immunofluorescence study was performed to determine 

if mHIFU/PFC-microshell with PD-1 blockade treatment induced the accumulation of CD3+ T cells in 

vivo (Figure 3.3b). Mice harboring subcutaneous glioblastoma tumors were treated with mHIFU/PFC-

microshell with or without anti-PD1 antibody. While glioblastoma normally occurs in the brain, a 

subcutaneous model is an essential first step towards developing a protocol for cranial HIFU. With the 

same tumor models for radiation therapy, therapeutic effects observed in subcutaneous implantation 

correlates with treatment effects done on orthotopically implanted tumors (140, 141). Similarly, drug 
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injectables such as dichloroacetate, a kinase inhibitor for inhibiting glioblastoma growth, and micelle 

loaded paclitaxel have been studied in subcutaneous and intracranial mouse tumors and have shown 

correlation in tumor suppression between subcutaneous and intracranial tumors (142, 143).              

Therapy development that begins with a glioblastoma subcutaneous model allows for ease of tumor 

access for ablation therapy and frequent monitoring of tumor size, representative of time-sensitive 

treatment efficacy such as immune therapy.  PFC filled microshells were IT injected into mice containing 

large advanced glioblastoma tumors (~500 mm3) in the flank and subjected to mechanical HIFU ablation 

for 2 minutes, followed by administration of aPD-1 via intraperitoneal injection (IP) every two days for a 

total of six doses in ten days. Tumors were harvested at the end of the treatment and analyzed with 

fluoresence immunohistochemistry (Figure 3.3c). Initial treatment optimization studies  showed that the 

average tumor growth deflection occurs around day 10 to day 15, which coincides with the end of the 

treatment schedule (Figure 3.3c). Consequently, day 10 was used to analyze the tumor-infiltrating 

immune cells. Rechallenge experiments were employed to determine the long term adaptive immune 

memory effects. Tissue fluorescent immunohistochemistry analysis showed that multiple foci of CD3+ 

immunofluorescence was seen only in tumors treated with mHIFU/PFC-microshell combined with anti-

PD-1 antibodies (Figure 3.3b), indicating highly concentrated T cells infiltrating at the tumor site and 

localized at mHIFU ablation zones. The presence of highly concentrated T cells further confirms that 

minimizing thermal effects in HIFU tumor ablation can augment the immunostimulatory efficacy of PD-1 

blockade.  

 

While CD3 maps the infiltrating T cells in histology sectioning slides, 4 additional markers for 

other types of lymphocytes were studied with whole tumor cell population analysis. The tumor 

microenvironment was further examined for accumulation of CD45 leukocytes (Figure 3.3d), CD3 T cells, 

and CD8 cytotoxic T cells (which are considered to be the main effector cells for anti-tumor response, 

Figure 3.3e),  CD 4 helper T cells and interferon gamma (IFNγ) expression (Figure 3.3f). A comparison 

across all five markers demonstrated a consistent increase in immune activity in the combination cohort 
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when compared to the other groups with monotherapies (mHIFU-NS + Isotype or aPD-1) and control. 

CD45 is a receptor that is linked to protein tyrosine phosphatase and is a marker for T cell activation 

(144).  CD8 is a membrane protein that is a co-receptor to the T cell receptor and binds to the major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) and is mainly expressed on the surface of cytotoxic T cells. IFNγ is a 

cytokine that is secreted by the CD8 cytotoxic T cells when acquired immunity develops and is a 

biomarker used to indicate the activity level of CD8 cytotoxic T cells. Tumor specimens were derived 

after mHIFU/PFC-microshell/anti-PD1 antibody treatment (or mono-therapies) and analyzed using FACS. 

For all three biomarkers of immune-activation, significant enhancement was observed when 

mHIFU/PFC-microshell treatment was performed in combination with aPD-1 treatment (Figure 3.3d-f). A 

triple effect was observed.  (i) The proportion of CD45 leukocytes in the glioblastoma microenvironment 

was increased more than 20 fold by the combined mHIFU/PFC-microshell/PD-1 blockade treatment 

relative to each monotherapy (Figure 3.3d).  (ii) The proportion of CD8 cytotoxic T-cells in the 

glioblastoma microenvironment was increased more than 100 fold by the combined mHIFU/PFC-

microshell/PD-1 blockade treatment relative to each component treatment (Figure 3.3e). (iii) The 

expression of IFNγ was increased more than 200 fold after combined mHIFU/PFC-microshell/PD-L1 

blockade treatment relative to each component treatment (Figure 3.3f).  These results suggest that 

mHIFU/PFC microshells facilitated a “cold” to “hot” immune-microenvironment transition when 

combined with anti-PD1 checkpoint blockade. 
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Figure 3.3 Immunohistochemical Analysis 
(a) Proposed mechanism of acoustic based adjuvants for checkpoint blockade therapies. The GBM tumor is “cold” 
due to a suppressed immune microenvironment. Mechanical HIFU ablation enhanced by microshells (small blue 
spheres) are hypothesized to induce in situ cellular lysis via ultrasonic cavitation. The simultaneous PD-1 blockade 
prevents further immune cell suppression. Dendritic cells subsequently recognize tumor neo-antigens released from 
cellular lysis and stimulate T cell proliferation. Newly activated cytotoxic T cells (CD45+, CD3+, CD8+) transform 
the GBM tumor into a “hot” immune active microenvironment. (b) Immunohistofluorescence (IHC) staining of 
tumor-infiltrating CD3+ T cells and heatmap. Inset is where CD3 T cells are dyed in red while blue is the DAPI 
nuclear dye. The combination (combo, mHIFU-NS+aPD-1) group shows specific hot spots containing highly 
concentrated tumor infiltrating T-cells. A heat map was generated for better visualization (N = 6). (c) Treatment and 
sample collection schedule. A total of 6 PD-1 blockade doses were administered (1 loading dose and 5 maintaining 
doses) within 10 days. After the final dose of aPD-1, mice were euthanized for FACS analysis (d-f) Box chart 
showing CD45, CD8, and IFN- γ levels across cohorts (N = 6). The mice cohort that received combination therapy 
of mHIFU-NS with aPD-1 consistently exhibited increased levels of CD45, CD8 and IFN-γ when compared to 
monotherapies or control groups. (g-i) Spearman correlation plots of tumor size vs CD45, CD8 and IFN- γ levels 
across cohorts showing immune activity that correlates inversely with tumor size. Smaller size tumors showed 
increased levels of CD45, CD8, and IFN-γ, reflective of anti-tumor immunity. 
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A correlation between tumor size and immune response was also observed ten days after the 

treatment (Figure 3.3g-i). For CD45 analysis, smaller tumor sizes after mHIFU/PFC-microshell/anti-PD-1 

treatment corresponded to larger populations of tumor infiltrating CD45 cells with a Spearman’s 

correlation coefficient of -0.81(p<0.001, Figure 3.3g). Similarly, tumor size inversely correlated with the 

CD8+ cytotoxic T-cell population (Figure 3.3h) in the glioblastoma microenvironment, and also IFN-γ 

(R2=-0.86, p=0.001, Figure 3.3i). These results demonstrate that tumor regression after mHIFU/PFC-

microshell/anti-PD-1 treatment is largely induced by an activated anti-tumor host immune response.  The 

association between strong immune activity and small tumor size has also been demonstrated by other 

groups (145). Furthermore,  increased IFN-γ levels were shown to result in suppressed growth of 

neuroblastomas (146). High levels of IFN-γ may induce expression of MHC class I antigens and 

concomitantly facilitate immune recognition of CD8+ cytotoxic T cells for anti-tumor activities (146), 

consistent with what was observed in the mice cohorts that received mHIFU/PFC-microshell/anti-PD-1 

treatments.  

 

In Vivo Survival Study 

A tumor progression study was performed to determine if  the transition from that of a “cold” to a 

“hot” immune-microenvironment induced by the combined mHIFU/PFC-microshell/anti-PD-1 treatment 

would be associated with enhanced anti-neoplastic effects. PFC-microshells were injected into mice 

subcutaneously grown with large advanced glioblastoma tumor in the flank (Tumor size of 500 mm3 on 

average) and treated with combination or single therapies. Large advanced tumors were employed since 

they were expected to be the most resistant to immunotherapy treatment and most relevant to clinical 

settings. With mechanical HIFU or aPD-1 multidose monotherapies, implanted glioblastoma grafts grew 

at a rate comparable to the control groups (Figures 3.4b-d). In contrast, when microshell enhanced 

mechanical HIFU was combined with aPD-1, tumor remission was achieved in ~75% of the implanted 

glioblastoma grafts (Figure 3.4e). When thermal HIFU was combined with PFC-microshell and aPD-1 

therapies, tumors continued to progress similarly to the control cohort (Figure 3.4f), suggesting that the 
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thermal effects were associated with tHIFU prohibiting immune-stimulation. The combined survival 

curves demonstrated that microshell enhanced mechanical HIFU combined with aPD-1 therapies resulted 

in a significantly improved survival rate of mice with glioblastoma tumors (Figure 3.4g). 

  

A re-challenge experiment was performed to determine whether acquired immunity against 

cancer was achieved in the mice. When glioblastoma tumor cells was re-introduced into mice previous 

implanted and became tumor-free mice after mHIFU/PFC-microshell/aPD-1 treatment, no tumor growth 

was observed.  These observations suggest that the treated mice had acquired long-term immune memory 

to glioblastoma when microshell enhanced mechanical HIFU was combined with aPD-1 therapy. 
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Figure 3.4 Tumor progression and survival curves 
(a) Treatment schedule. A total of 6 PD-1 blockade doses was employed (1 loading dose and 5 maintaining dose) 
immediately after HIFU treatment (Day 0) and lasted for 10 days. (b) Individual mouse tumor progression curves for 
control isotypes. N = 5 (c) Individual mouse tumor progression curves for aPD-1 monotherapy. Current PD-1 
blockade treatment plan did not result in tumor stabilization, but resulted in tumor growth similar to control cohorts. 
N = 5 (d) Individual mouse tumor progression curves for microshell enhanced mechanical HIFU with isotype 
monotherapy. Microshell enhanced HIFU resulted in minor level of tumor progression control. N = 7 (e) Individual 
mouse tumor progression curves for microshell enhanced mechanical HIFU with aPD-1 therapy. Microshell 
enhanced mechanical HIFU combined with PD-1 blockade resulted in 75% of tumor remission. N = 8 (f) Individual 
mouse tumor progression curves for thermal HIFU (tHIFU) with aPD-1 therapy. Tumor progression was similar to 
control cohorts. N = 7 (g) Percent survival after treatment. P value for tumor size at day 10 was <0.001. N = 26. 
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While immune checkpoint inhibitors have yielded strong clinical efficacy against a number of 

tumor types (52-57), application of this strategy to glioblastomas has been challenging (58). The available 

data suggest that glioblastoma harbors a “cold” immune microenvironment that lacks requisite immune 

cells for anti-PD-1efficacy.  This work demonstrates the feasibility of converting this “cold” 

microenvironment to a “hot” micro-environment through mHIFU. When combined with intra-tumoral 

injection of PFC loaded silica microshell, mHIFU induced inertial cavitation of silica-microshells and 

caused local tissue damage. While these sites are presumed reservoirs for antigen release and damage 

associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), the immunosuppressive glioblastoma microenvironment 

prevents the recruitment of immune-stimulatory cells (i.e. CD45+, CD3+ or CD8+ cells) until anti-PD1 

blockade is applied. After PD-1 has been inhibited, dendritic cells that recognize DAMPs and tumor neo-

antigens migrate to the lymph node as matured antigen presenting cells (APCs), which stimulate cytotoxic 

T cell proliferation with tumor specificity. The newly trained cytotoxic T cells begin to migrate to the 

tumor microenvironment and are specific to the tumors, while the immunosuppressive PD-1 has been 

continuously inhibited. Subsequent accumulation of immune-stimulatory cells and IFN-γ expression 

induced anti-tumor immunity and led to tumor regression (Figure 3.3a).  

 

The presence of silica based materials can stimulate an innate immune response via  

inflammasome activation (147); in addition, it has been reported that such inflammasome activation was 

crucial in stimulating a response against dying tumor cells, linking the innate immune pathway with the 

acquired immune pathway (148). In the present study, tumor re-challenge experiments suggested that the 

host had eventually developed acquired immune memory against glioblastoma tumors after combined 

microshell focused mHIFU and aPD-1 therapy.  It is worth considering that the silica material also 

assisted in developing such acquired immune response. 

 

When administered in combination with the PFC-microshells, mHIFU enhanced the efficacy of 

anti-PD1 therapy but tHIFU did not. This observation suggests that thermal escalation in the tumor 
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microenvironment compromised the host anti-tumor immune response.  These findings were consistent 

with previous studies demonstrating that low-duty cycle mHIFU is more effective in stimulating 

immunological responses than tHIFU in melanoma and colon models (75). Excessive heat generation may 

induce protein denaturation or inactivation of cells that compromise antigen presentation and activation of 

immune response (75, 149).  Note that thermal-based HIFU methods have already been developed with 

magnetic resonance guidance for several brain conditions such as glioblastoma (150), chronic neuropathic 

pain, essential tremor, and Parkinson’s disease (135) and represents a potential non-invasive ablation 

method alternative to radiation or surgery in the brain. Furthermore, with the combination of ultrasound 

microbubbles, HIFU has been used clinically to distrupt blood brain barriers for more effective drug 

transport (135). For the present application, a strategy is proposed whereby the microshells are directly 

injected into the surgical resection cavity at the time of surgery. Since glioblastoma is aggressively 

infiltrative, microscopic tumor remains adjacent to the resection cavity can be used to re-stimulate the 

immune system. Penetration of the skull would not be necessary since the skull overlying the tumor will 

be removed before surgical resection and microshell injection (Figure 3.1). In this context, a subcutaneous 

tumor model was employed to provide proof-of-principle data for the proposed approach. Furthermore, 

since human glioblastoma exhibit significant regional heterogeneity in both genotype and phenotype 

(126-128), the immune reaction solicited in one region may not be optimal for destruction of tumor in 

another region. In this context, multiple intra-tumoral injections were performed to spatially distribute the 

microshells in distinct regions of the tumor, with the goal of soliciting a variety of immune reactions 

against the inherent glioblastoma heterogeneity. The efficacy observed in the present study supports 

consideration for clinical translation of this approach. 

 

Conclusion 

The present study has demonstrated that PFC filled microshells effectively provided a two-

pronged approach to complement checkpoint blockade therapies. The presence of inert PFC droplets 

serves as a cavitation center to promote effective mechanical ablation with minimal thermal effects at low 
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HIFU pressure output while also serving as a source for ultrasound guidance. In the context of PD-1 

blockade, the HIFU ablation sites accumulate one to two orders of magnitude of increase in immune 

stimulatory leukocytes and cytotoxic lymphocytes, thereby converting the immune “cold” glioblastoma 

microenvironment into a “hot” microenvironment to better facilitate checkpoint blockade treatments.  

This transition is associated with glioblastoma regression and induction of anti-tumor immune memory. 

This work suggest potential new opportunities where physical adjuvants such as acoustic ablation, that 

participate in immune pathway stimulation, can be tuned to combine with existing immunotherapies for 

cancer types that are not readily responsive to checkpoint blockade treatments.  

Chapter 3 , in full, is the material as it may appear in Advanced Therapeutics, 2019. Wang, James, 

Ching-Hsin Huang, Oscar H. Echeagaray, Siamak Amirfakhri, Sarah L. Blair, William C. Trogler, 

Andrew C. Kummel, Clark C. Chen, 2019. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and 

author of this paper. 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
 

 The feasibility of converting cold tumors into hot tumors to complement immunotherapy has 

been demonstrated in this work. The significance herein is the generalizability of a non-thermal, 

mechanical acoustic ablation platform that can be applied to other solid tumors that have not seen efficacy 

with immunotherapy.  

 

Conclusions 

 The mechanical rigidity of silica shells have been shown to be tunable via adjustment of silica 

precursors which resulted in a difference in shell thickness. Ultrathin shells (1.4 nm in thickness) have 

been shown to exhibit ultrasound signal comparable to commercial microbubble contrast agents that are 

composed of lipid soft shells. Furthermore, ultrathin shells provide a 9x longer continuous Doppler 

imaging lifetime when compared to commercial microbubbles, offering potential extended period tumor 

marking or imaging functionalities. In mice grafted with subcutaneous tumor, these silica shells are 

imageable at concentrations of less than 10 µg in the tumor and up to 2 weeks with folate targeting. In 

contrast, commercial microbubbles have a life time of 20 -  30 minutes. When injected directly into the 

tumor, the ultrathin silica shells act as an ultrasound proxy for image guided ablation. They further 

decrease the required acoustic power, resulting in tissue ablation occurring only where the nanoshells are 

located within the tumor, increasing general safety margin. When the nanoshell enhanced ablation was 

combined with anti-PD-1 checkpoint blockade therapies, immune memory against glioblastoma was 

established, as demonstrated by treated mice that do not grow glioblastoma tumors after new glioblastoma 

inoculation. Immunohistochemistry and whole tumor cellular analysis demonstrated that nanoshell 

enhanced HIFU ablation converted an immune-suppressed “cold” tumor into an immune active “hot” 

tumor. An immunotherapy complementing acoustic therapeutic platform enabled by carefully designed 

ultrathin silica shells have been developed and can be highly relevant to the current rapid growth in use of 

immunotherapies against cancer. 
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Recommendations for Future Work 

 While a potential mechanism was proposed in figure 3.3a, additional cellular and cytokines can 

be measured to better elucidate a detailed mechanism. It has been suggested by other groups that tumor 

associated macrophage (TAM) polarization may affect tumor growth. Polarization to M1 macrophages 

are anti-tumor and would result in tumor growth suppression. In contrast, polarization to M2 

macrophages are pro-tumor and may result in enhanced tumor proliferation and angiogenesis. Destructive 

therapeutic methods such as acoustic ablation, while minimizing thermal effects, may result in generation 

of wounds. As a result, it is very likely that TAM would be induced into M2 polarization, which 

suppresses immune responses, and promotes angiogenesis and connective tissue remodeling for wound 

healing and consequently, result in pro-tumor effects. Future work may involve the detailed cellular 

analysis of TAM polarization after acoustic ablation, in order to further fine tune acoustic ablation 

methods that maximizes M1/M2 ratios. Additional analysis on immune cell infiltrate dynamics may also 

provide in-depth answers on how anti-tumor immune cells can eventually penetrate the tumor after HIFU 

and aPD-1 combination treatments.  

  

 HIFU ablation in this work was done manually, relying on nanoshells to direct ablation regions. 

Nevertheless, it has been shown by other groups that the scanning pattern of ablation affects the degree of 

dendritic cell infiltration at the tumor. Smaller nanoparticles (<100 nm) that are more effective at 

accumulating at the tumor may better perfuse throughout the tumor for more uniform HIFU ablation. 

However, smaller silica nanoparticles were ineffective in HIFU ablation due to the decreased volume of 

encapsulated perfluocarbon liquid. Silica nanoshells with inner surface functionalized with long chain 

perfluorocarbons may act as perpetual cavitation sources and act as effective HIFU enhancement agents 

that are small.  
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